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Abstract
Higher-order risk attitudes include risk aversion, prudence, and temperance. This 
paper analyzes the eﬀ  ects of such preferences on medical test and treatment decisions, 
represented either by test and treatment thresholds or – if the test characteristics 
are endogenous – by the optimal cutoﬀ   value for testing. For a risk-averse decision 
maker, treatment is a risk reducing strategy since it prevents the low health outcome 
that forgoing treatment yields in the sick state. As compared to risk neutrality, risk 
aversion thus reduces both the test and the treatment threshold and decreases the 
optimal cutoﬀ  . Prudence is relevant if a comorbidity risk applies in the sick state. It 
leads to even lower thresholds and a lower optimal cutoﬀ  . Finally, temperance plays 
a role if the comorbidity risk is left-skewed. It lowers the thresholds and the optimal 
cutoﬀ   even further. These ﬁ  ndings suggest that diagnostics in low prevalence settings 
(e.g. screening) are considered more beneﬁ  cial when higher-order risk preferences are 
taken into account.
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1 Introduction 
In 1975, Stephen G. Pauker and Jerome P. Kassirer introduced the concept of diagnostic risk 
and its impact on medical treatment decisions. They showed how – depending on the a priori 
probability of illness – a decision maker should decide between treatment and no treatment in 
the absence of a diagnostic test. Five years later, the same authors developed a threshold anal-
ysis (Pauker and Kassirer 1980), extending their earlier work by introducing the possibility of 
diagnostic testing. They proposed a method for valuing a diagnostic test and a rule, also de-
pendent on the a priori probability of illness, for when to use the test.  
In Pauker and Kassirer’s original analysis, outcomes from treatments take the form of survival 
and mortality rates, i.e. increased survival for sick patients and reduced survival for healthy 
patients. This approach is equivalent to an expected utility framework where the decision 
maker is risk neutral. In this paper, we bring the von Neumann-Morgenstern hypothesis to its 
full use and consider higher-order risk preferences, i.e. risk aversion, prudence, and temper-
ance, which concern the second, third, and fourth derivatives of the decision maker’s utility 
function. We analyze how higher-order risk preferences affect the thresholds in the a priori 
probability of illness that define the prevalence range in which testing is indicated. Further-
more, we demonstrate how higher-order risk preferences influence the choice of the positivity 
criterion, i.e. the optimal cutoff value of a diagnostic test when test characteristics are endo-
genous.
We develop a model which considers a left-skewed comorbidity risk attached to a patient’s 
sick state. This risk is assumed to be exogenous, i.e. it occurs irrespective of whether the phy-
sician treats the patient or not. Fig. 1 illustrates the difference between a symmetric and a left-
skewed comorbidity risk. The outcomes represent gains or losses in the sick patient’s health 
level. The two prospects each have an expected mean of zero and the same variance. The dis-
tribution of the left-hand prospect is symmetric while the right-hand one is left-skewed. If the 
comorbidity risk is part of a larger prospect – the health outcomes of which also depend on 
the treatment decision – then symmetry in the comorbidity risk will influence the overall 
skewness while left-skewness will also impact the overall kurtosis. Since, loosely speaking, 
prudence refers to skewness and temperance to kurtosis, we will show that a temperate deci-
sion maker reacts most strongly to a left-skewed comorbidity risk, followed by the prudent 
and then the risk-averse decision maker. These results are relevant to medical decision mak-
ing, since left-skewness of risks is common in medicine. 5
Fig. 1: Symmetric and left-skewed comorbidity risks
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We start Section 2 with a base model 
which captures risk neutrality and risk aversion. We then add a comorbidity risk to the model, 
which allows us to address prudence and temperance. The different higher-order risk prefe-
rences can be compared with a measure which we develop in Section 2. The measure is the 
ratio of the utility gain from treatment in the sick state and the utility loss from treatment in 
the healthy state, representing the trade-off a physician faces when deciding for or against 
treatment. Section 3 analyzes how the treatment decision changes when moving from risk 
neutrality to higher-order risk preferences. Section 4 adds diagnostic testing and presents 
comparative statics for the effects of higher-order risk preferences on the test and treatment 
thresholds. Section 5 discusses the analysis for endogenous test outcomes. Section 6 presents 
a clinical example and section 7 discusses our findings and concludes. 
2  Risk Aversion, Prudence, and Temperance 
Our focus here is on the diagnostic risk inherent in the decision on medical treatment. In our 
analyses we do not differentiate between physicians and patients, but rather assume that deci-
sion makers (DMs) decide purely in the interest of their patients.  
The patient’s health state i is unknown; he can be sick or healthy,  , is h = , where p describes 
the probability of the sick state. The DM must decide whether or not to administer treatment. 
He can also use diagnostics and make the treatment decision dependent on the test outcome j,









Symmetric comorbidity risk  Left-skewed comorbidity risk 6
the best outcome in the healthy state (ih = ) and the worst outcome in the sick state (is = ). 
The intermediate outcomes are associated with a positive test result ( j =+). The four possible 
health outcomes 
j
i H  (, ih s = ,, j =+−) can thus be ranked as follows:  , hh ss HH HH
−+ +− >> .
The DM’s elementary utility function is given by  ()
j
i UH , which is assumed to have a posi-
tive slope:  () () 0
jj j
ii i UH U H H ′ ≡∂ ∂ > . Positive marginal utility implies that for a negative 
test result, for instance, utility in the healthy state exceeds utility in the sick state: 
() () hs UH UH
−− > .
A positive test result followed by treatment will be beneficial in the sick state and harmful in 
the healthy state. We define  
(1) () () 0 ss GU H U H
+− =−>  and  () () 0 hh LU H U H
+− =−<
as the utility gain from treatment in the sick state and the utility loss from treatment in the 
healthy state.  
First, we distinguish between a risk-averse DM A and a risk neutral DM N. The latter is indif-
ferent between a certain outcome and an uncertain outcome of the same expected value, while 
the former prefers the certain outcome to the uncertain prospect.  
The two DMs’ different risk attitudes can be illustrated by the curvature of their utility func-
tions. N has a linear utility function with a second derivative equal to zero: 
() () ( )
2 2 0
jj j
Ni i i UH U H H ′′ ≡∂ ∂ = . A has a concave utility function with a negative second 
derivative, i.e.  () 0
j
Ai UH ′′ < . A values a marginal improvement in health more at low levels 
than at high levels, while N is indifferent between marginal health improvements at different 
health levels. A can also be seen as more inclined to prevent the worst outcome than N.
Under the expected utility hypothesis, decisions are independent of positive linear transforma-
tions of the utility function. Without loss of generality, we can therefore assume that N and A
value the extreme health states  s H
−  and  h H
−  equally (see Fig. 2). Due to the concavity of A’s
utility function, his utility gain from treatment in the sick state G is higher, while his utility 
loss in absolute terms from treatment in the healthy state L is lower than N’s.7
Fig. 2:   The health utility functions for risk neutral and risk-averse decision makers 
From these considerations, we can derive  AN GG > , AN LL −< −,  or,  given  (1),      
AA NN GL GL −> −.
In order to address prudence and temperance we introduce a background risk m  , which can 
stand for comorbidity or the severity of an illness. As a consequence, health in the sick state 
s H  becomes a random variable:  s Hm +  . We assume that  [ ] 0 Em=  . Furthermore, the back-
ground risk is exogenous – its outcome is independent of the DM’s treatment decision.  
Given the background risk, utilities for the sick state need to be written as expected values: 
() s EU H m
− +   and  () s EU H m
+ +  . As the comorbidity risk refers to the sick state only, utilities 
in the healthy state remain the same,  () h UH
−  and  () h UH
+ . The same goes for L, the utility 
loss from treatment in the healthy state. We will now show that the expected utility gain from 
treatment G increases in the presence of a comorbidity risk. 
Provided that m   is sufficiently small, we can apply a Taylor expansion to approximate 
() s EU H m +  :
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m σ   is the variance of m  . The difference in the expected utilities of ‘treatment’ and ‘no 
treatment’ then becomes 
(2)
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As
2
m σ   is positive, the sign of the difference EG G −  depends on difference in the second 
derivative of the utility function,  () () s s UH UH
+− ′′ ′′ − , which in turn is determined by the third 
derivative of the utility function,  ()
j
i UH ′′′ .
The third derivative of the utility function is obviously zero for a risk neutral DM. Hence, N
would not react to a background risk with an expected value of zero:  N N EG G = . The same 
holds for a risk-averse DM whose utility function has a third derivate equal to zero. Here, 
A A EGG = .
If a DM’s utility function has a positive third derivative, he is called prudent (Kimball 1990). 
Prudence has a stronger effect on the treatment decision than risk aversion. For a prudent DM 
P, we have PA EG G > . In other words, prudence increases the utility gain from treatment in 
the sick state even more than risk aversion. P will put more weight on avoiding the extreme 
negative outcome possible in the situation without treatment.  
The concept of temperance was introduced by Kimball (1992) and is illustrated by Eeckhoudt 
and Schlesinger (2006) as follows. Suppose a DM faces two statistically independent risks. In 
addition to the comorbidity risk in the sick state described above, he must accept a second 
zero-mean random variable in either one of the two health states. An individual is called tem-
perate if he prefers the second risk to be attached to the healthy state rather than to the sick 
state. In other words, he prefers a separation of the two exogenous risks.9
Temperance also matters if the comorbidity risk attached to the sick state is left-skewed rather 
than symmetrically distributed. Holding the expected value of the risk at zero, a left skewed 
distribution implies that the bad outcome occurs with a low probability, but outweighs the 
good outcome in magnitude.
With a skewed background risk we have to extend the Taylor expansion up to the third order: 
( ) () ()[ ] 
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where m γ   denotes the third standardized moment, i.e. skewness, and 
3
m σ   the third power of 
the standard deviation of the background risk. For a temperate DM the (expected) utility gain 
from treatment in the sick state can then be written as 
(3)
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Given that  0 m γ <   and 
3 0 m σ >  , temperance compounds the effect of prudence on the expected 
utility gain from treatment in the sick state, provided that the difference in the third derivative 
of the utility function is negative,  () () 0 ss UH UH
+− ′′′ ′′′ −< .
The fourth derivative of a temperate individual’s utility function is negative,  () 0
iv j
i UH<
(see for instance Eeckhoudt et al. 1996). Assuming that the individual is also prudent, so 
() 0
j
i UH ′′′ > , the difference in the third derivative will be negative,  () () 0 ss UH UH
+− ′′′ ′′′ −< .
A left-skewed background risk,  0 m γ <  , will then lead to an additional increase in the ex-
pected utility gain from treatment for the sick, so that  TP EGE G > .
Left-skewness of the background risk would not matter for a DM who is prudent but not tem-
perate. His decision can be explained by the first two moments of the background risk distri-
bution alone. 10 
We can summarize these considerations in the following illustrative way: 
(4) TT PP A N A N EG L EG L G L G L −> −> − > − ,
where TPA LLL ==. When considering the utility gain from treatment in the sick state and 
the utility loss from treatment in the healthy state, the risk neutral DM is indifferent to mar-
ginal changes in the health levels in these two states. The risk-averse DM values a marginal 
increase in health higher in the sick state than in the healthy state. When facing a background 
risk, the prudent DM puts even more weight on improving health in the sick state, and the 
maximal weight is attached to the sick state by the temperate DM (when the background risk 
is left-skewed). 
3   Treatment Decision without a Diagnostic Test: The Critical Prevalence Rate 
In order to estimate the value of information provided by a diagnostic test, one must first con-
sider the DM’s decision whether or not to treat in a situation in which no test is available. In 
this base case without comorbidity risk, expected utility as a function of j, with  j =+ for 
treatment and  j =−for no treatment, becomes 
(5) () () () () 1
jj j
s h EUp p U H p U H =+ − .
There is an a priori probability of illness  p   at which the DM is indifferent between treatment 












For p p <  , the expected utility of no treatment exceeds the expected utility from treatment, so 
that not treating is indicated. For  p p >  , by comparison, the optimal strategy is to treat.  
This threshold will depend on the DM’s risk preferences. We classified the different higher-
order risk preferences with respect to the ratio of utility gains and losses from treatment in the 
sick and healthy states. To find the effects of risk aversion, prudence, and temperance on the 












In other words, if either the utility gain from treatment in the sick state increases or the loss 
from treatment in the healthy state decreases (in absolute terms), the critical prevalence rate 
decreases and treatment is indicated at lower a priori probabilities. This makes perfect sense: 
if either the potential benefit from treatment increases or the potential harm decreases, the 
treatment option becomes more favorable.   
Now, the utility gain from treatment increases for a risk-averse DM compared to a risk neutral 
DM, AN GG > , while the utility loss from treatment decreases,  AN LL −< −. This leads to 
AA NN GL GL −> − , and thus to a lower critical prevalence rate for A than for N, AN p p <  . A
uses the treatment strategy as an insurance device (it reduces the spread between the possible 
health states), and thus opts for treatment at lower prevalence rates than N.
In the situation with comorbidity risk the third derivative of the utility function appears to be 
relevant as well. Since  PA EG G >  while  P A LL −= −, it follows that the critical prevalence rate 
is reduced even further:  P A p p <  . Although the background risk is exogenous, the prudent 
DM braces himself in the face of it and treats earlier than the (merely) risk-averse DM. If the 
comorbidity risk is left-skewed and the DM is also temperate, we have  TP EG EG >  and thus 
TP p p <  .
Summing up, we conclude that 
(8) TPAN pppp <<<  .
The critical prevalence rate will be lower for a risk-averse DM than for a risk neutral one. 
Facing comorbidity risk leads to a further reduction of the threshold for prudent DM. Left-
skewness of the background risk and temperance reduces the threshold even further. 
4   Treatment Decision with a Diagnostic Test: Test and Treatment Thresholds 
The availability of a diagnostic test increases the DM’s options. Instead of two actions (treat-
ing and not treating), he now has the additional option of using diagnostics. The performance 
of a test depends on its sensitivity Se and specificity Sp. If the test is employed, we assume 
that a positive test outcome will lead to treatment while a negative outcome will not. The de-
cision situation for the DM in the base model is shown in Fig. 3. 12 
Fig. 3: Decision tree with a diagnostic test 
In the base case, the expected utility of a diagnostic test –  ()
Dx EU p  – can be written as fol-
lows:
(9)
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The value of diagnostic information is defined as the additional expected utility resulting from 
the use of the test. The reference situation is the expected utility of not treating for  p p <  , and 
the expected utility from treatment for  p p ≥  . Given equations (1),  (5), and (9), we find for 
the value of information of a diagnostic test 
(10) ()
() () ( ) ( )
() () ( )( )
1 1 for      0 ,
1 1 for       1.
Dx
Dx
EU p EU p p Se G p Sp L p p
VI p
EU p EU p pG Se p Sp L p p
−
+
 −= ⋅ ⋅ + − − ≤ < 	 = 

−= − − − − ⋅ ≤ ≤ 	 


Setting the equations of (10) to zero, we obtain the test and treatment thresholds introduced by 
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Like the critical prevalence rate, they mark probability thresholds at which the DM is indiffe-
rent between two actions. At the test threshold, 
Dx p  , he is indifferent between not treating and 
testing (followed by the treatment decision depending on the test outcome). At the treatment 
threshold, 
Rx p  , he is indifferent between testing and treating without prior testing.  
() 1 LR Se Sp
+ =−  denotes the positive and  () 1 LR Se Sp
− =−  the negative likelihood ratio. 
Since 1 0 LR LR
+− >> >,
Dx p   is located below the critical prevalence rate and 
Rx p   above of 
it:
DxR x p pp <<   .
We can differentiate the two new thresholds with respect to (() ) GL −  in order to qualify the 


























From (4) we can immediately derive the following rank order: 
(13)
DxD xD xD x
TPAN p ppp <<<     and
Rx Rx Rx Rx
TPAN p ppp <<<  .
The downward shift of the thresholds as we move from a risk neutral DM to a temperate DM 
can be explained as follows. Treatment is a risk reducing strategy. A risk-averse DM values a 
test more at low a priori probabilities where the reference strategy in the situation without a 
test is no treatment. Consequently, A will test earlier than N, implying a lower test threshold. 
At high a priori probabilities, the reference strategy is treatment. A will sooner not run the risk 
of a false negative test result and thus treat earlier.  
If there is a comorbidity risk, more weight is given to the utility gain in the sick state. This 
lowers the thresholds even further. A prudent DM will test and treat earlier - and therefore 
also more often, as the prevalence range where treatment is indicated expands – when faced 
with a comorbidity risk. Since the comorbidity risk is exogenous, the DM cannot address it 
directly through his behavior. He will instead reduce his overall risk by choosing treatment, 
the strategy which reduces his endogenous risk.14 
Finally, the thresholds are lowest for a temperate DM T facing a left-skewed comorbidity risk. 
For T a left-skewed zero-mean background risk implies greater harm than a symmetric one, so 
that he acts even more prudently by further reducing his endogenous risk. 
Note that our results are clear-cut regarding the a priori probability range for treatment 
() ,1
Rx p  , but not for the a priori probability range for testing () ,
DxR x p p . Since the treatment 
threshold decreases, the interval () ,1
Rx p   increases with higher-order risk aversion. This need 
not be the case for () ,
DxR x p p , because the test threshold decreases too. Thus, whether or not 
the a priori probability range for testing increases with higher-order risk preferences depends 
on the relative shift of the two thresholds.  
5   Higher-order Risk Preferences and the Optimal Cutoff 
Our analysis of the effect of higher-order risk preferences on test and treatment behavior can 
be extended to include the situation where the DM has to determine the test result by setting a 
cutoff value. A good example is the prostate specific antigen (PSA) test for the detection of 
prostate cancer in men. The analysis of a blood sample results in a PSA value which the phy-
sician declares as positive or negative depending on his chosen cutoff value. Correspondingly, 
the test characteristics sensitivity and specificity are no longer given, but determined by the 
chosen cutoff. The test technology can then be represented by the receiver operating characte-
ristics (ROC) curve, which represents all the feasible maximal sensitivity-specificity pairs. In 
the simplest case where there is only one marker, such as the PSA value, each possible cutoff 
value corresponds to one point on the ROC curve. A higher cutoff value increases specificity 
at the expense of sensitivity. The DM’s task is to choose the optimal cutoff value at which the 
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−Ω
                                                
1 McNeil et al. (1975) and Metz (1978) present a characterization of the optimal point along the ROC curve. 
Felder et al. (2003) introduce iso value curves which lead to the derivation of the optimal point. Finally, Felder 
and Mayrhofer (2011, chapter 8) explicitly solve the optimization problem. 
2 Note that with optimally set cutoffs, the test and treatment thresholds disappear and the testing range covers the 
entire (0,1) prevalence range (see Felder and Mayrhofer 2011, chapter 8). 15 
where Ω is the a priori odds of the illness,  () 1 pp Ω= − . Equation (14) shows that the op-
timal point depends on the prevalence (through the a priori odds) as well as the utility gains 
and losses from treatment. With an increase in the prevalence rate p or in the utility gain G, an 
upward move along the ROC curve is optimal, implying an increase in sensitivity at the ex-
pense of specificity. Provided that the marker is positively correlated with the presence of the 
illness, this implies a lower optimal cutoff. This comparative statics result is intuitive, since 
the importance of detecting the sick increases in the probability of illness or with a higher 
utility gain of treatment in the sick state. The opposite applies for an increase in the utility loss 
–L, where a downward move along the ROC curve is optimal, leading to lower sensitivity and 
increased specificity.  
The effect of higher-order risk preferences on the optimal point along the ROC curve can be 
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Denoting the cutoff value with x we then derive the following rank order for the optimal (*) 
cutoffs as a function of higher-order risk preferences: 
(16)
****
TPAN x xxx <<<.
If the test result shows a lower value than the optimal cutoff, the physician should not treat. 
By contrast, a higher value should lead to treatment. A lower optimal cutoff then implies ear-
lier treatment. The intuition for the rank order (16) is the same as in the last two sections: Risk 
aversion puts more weight on the utility gain in the sick state and thus will lead to earlier 
treatment. Given a background risk, prudence and temperance (for left-skewed background 
risks) strengthen this effect, causing a further decrease in the optimal cutoff. 
6   Clinical Example 
For illustrative purposes, we take a clinical example from Sox et al. (2007), chapter nine. A 
physician examines a 55 year-old male with a headache and progressive unilateral weakness. 
The physician suspects a brain tumor which can be treated with brain surgery. For simplicity, 
we consider life expectancy to be the only outcome parameter. If he is healthy the patient can 16 
expect to live another 21 years. Unnecessary brain surgery will reduce his remaining life ex-
pectancy to 20 years. If he has a brain tumor and remains untreated he can expect to live for 2 
more years only, while brain surgery in this case will increase his remaining life expectancy 
to 11 years. 
First, we calculate the critical prevalence rate for DM with different higher-order risk prefe-
rences. Since the utility function of a risk-neutral DM is linear, the utility gain G and utility 
loss L from treatment can be expressed in life expectancies:  11 2 9 N G =− =  and 
20 21 1 N L =−= − . Therefore, the critical prevalence rate for a risk neutral decision maker will 
be () () 1 9 1 10.00% NN N N pL G L =− − = + =  . Thus, in this situation without further diagnos-
tics, brain surgery is the optimal strategy for a risk neutral DM, provided that the a priori 
probability of the patient having a brain tumor is at least 10%.  
Sox et al. (2007) report the following utilities from life expectancies that were derived using 
the standard gamble method:  () 21 1 U = ; () 20 . 2 5 U = ; () 00 U = . These utility levels can be 
approximated by the utility function  ()
0.6 6.2 UL E L E = , which represents a so called mixed 
risk-averse type, i.e. a DM who is risk-averse, prudent, and temperate. The utilities of the re-
maining life expectancies become  () 21 1.000 U = , () 20 0.973 U = , () 11 0.680 U = , and   
() 2 0.244 U =  (note that  () 2 U  differs slightly from 0.25). The utility gain G and the utility 
loss L from treatment change to  0.680 0.244 0.435 A G =−= and  0.973 1.000 0.029 A L =−= − ,
leading to a critical prevalence rate of 6.23% ( () () 0.029 0.435 0.029 AA A A pL G L =− − = +  ).
The risk-averse DM would therefore prescribe brain surgery at a much lower a priori proba-
bility. He values the utility gain to utility loss ratio GL −  by a factor 1.67 higher than the risk 
neutral DM ( 15; 9 AA NN GL GL −= −= ).  
Next, we add a symmetric zero-mean comorbidity risk  [ ] 0 Em=  , where m   can take on the 
values +1 or -1. Hence, the patient’s life expectancy in the sick state, depending on the health 
status, becomes 3 or 1 with equal probability if untreated, and 12 or 10 if treated. For a risk 
neutral DM, nothing changes as the expected utility gain G remains at 9 
( () 0.5 12 10 3 1 N G =⋅+ − − ). For the prudent DM, the expected utility gain from treatment, 
() ()
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 6.2 12 10 3 1 P EG =⋅ + − − , increases to 0.443, which results in a higher utility 17 
gain to utility loss ratio  15.3 P EG L −=  and, thus, in a further decrease in the critical preva-
lence rate to  6.13% P p =  .
Then, we consider a left-skewed comorbidity risk. Let m   take on the values -2 with a proba-
bility of 20% and 0.5 with a probability of 80%, so that the expected value and the variance of 
the background risk are the same as in the symmetric case. Again, nothing changes for the 
risk neutral DM. For the mixed risk-averse DM, however, the expected utility gain increases 
even further to  0.456 T EG = , leading to a higher utility gain to utility loss ratio 
15.8 T EG L −=  and a further reduction of the critical prevalence rate to  5.97% T p =  .
Finally, we take into account that the physician can use a computer tomography (CT) scan 
with a sensitivity of 95% and a specificity of 97% for further diagnostics. Although the CT 
scan does the patient no harm, it produces false-positive and false-negative results which must 
be considered before using the test. The likelihood ratios for the CT scan amount to 
31.67 LR
+ =  and  0.05 LR
− = . Using (11) for the test and treatment thresholds and the utility 
gain to utility loss ratios from treatment reported above, we obtain the following values: 
0.315%
Dx
N p =  , 0.209%
Dx
A p =  , 0.206%
Dx
P p =  , 0.200%
Dx
T p =  , and  65.99%
Rx
N p =  ,
56.30%
Rx
A p =  , 55.89%
Rx
P p =  , 55.18%
Rx
T p =  . We note that risk aversion in particular has a 
strong effect on the treatment threshold as compared to risk neutrality.  
7   Discussion and Conclusion 
In this paper we analyze the impact of higher-order risk preferences on decisions over medical 
testing and treatment. In particular, we investigate the effect of a left-skewed comorbidity risk 
in the presence of higher-order risk attitudes. We find that a risk-averse DM values the utility 
gain from treatment in the sick state more and the utility loss from treatment in the healthy 
state less than a risk neutral DM. When facing an exogenous comorbidity risk in the sick 
state, a risk-averse and prudent DM will value the utility gain even more. If the comorbidity 
risk is left-skewed, a temperate DM will value the utility gain from treatment in the sick state 
the highest.
Higher-order risk attitudes affect the test and treatment thresholds. Both thresholds decrease 
with an increasing utility gain from treatment, leading to earlier testing as well as earlier 
treatment. A risk-averse DM will thus test and treat earlier than a risk neutral DM. Facing a 18 
background risk, a prudent and risk-averse DM will test and treat even earlier. And if the 
background risk is left-skewed, test and treatment thresholds decrease further yet for a risk-
averse, prudent, and temperate DM.  
Corresponding results apply for endogenous test outcomes. Since a risk-averse DM realizes a 
higher (lower) utility gain (loss) from treatment, he will lower the cutoff value to increase 
sensitivity at the expense of specificity. In the presence of background risk, prudent and tem-
perate behavior (for left-skewed background risks) strengthens this effect, causing an even 
further decrease in the optimal cutoff. 
Most of the commonly used utility functions (e.g. logarithmic and root functions) imply 
mixed risk aversion and have derivatives with progressively alternating signs (Brocket and 
Golden 1987; Caballé and Pomansky 1996). These utility functions model risk-averse, pru-
dent, and temperate behavior at the same time. Recent experimental evidence confirms risk-
averse and prudent behavior (Deck and Schlesinger 2010; Ebert and Wiesen 2011a and 
2011b).
3 Empirical results for temperance are ambiguous so far. While Deck and Schlesinger 
(2010) find (weakly) intemperate behavior, the studies by Ebert and Wiesen (2011b) and 
Noussair et al. (2011) point in the other direction, in line with our theoretical results. 
This paper has two limitations at least. First, our model is rooted in the EU framework, which 
has been criticized for its insufficient capacity to predict individual behavior, especially with 
regard to possible probability weighting. Alternatives to EUT, such as rank-dependent choice 
models, have been shown to be more in line with actual behavior (Abdellaoui 2000; Bleich-
rodt and Pinto 2000). Nonetheless, recent studies such as List (2004) challenge the validity of 
rank-dependent theory. They claim that experienced individuals behave largely in accordance 
with EUT. Since physicians routinely decide on medical tests and treatments, they should be 
able to make unbiased estimations of a priori probabilities of illnesses, and thus make cohe-
rent treatment decisions. Moreover, this study’s nature is normative, and “expected utility is 
the best theory to determine which decisions to take” (Wakker 2008, p. 697). 
The second limitation is the restriction to diagnostic risk. In general, decision makers face not 
only diagnostic risk but also therapeutic risk over the uncertain outcome of a treatment. Eeck-
                                                
3 Deck and Schlesinger (2010) and Ebert and Wiesen (2011a) use the lotteries introduced by Eeckhoudt and 
Schlesinger (2006) and find that 61-65% of their subjects’ responses are prudent. Ebert and Wiesen (2011b) 
also measure the intensity of prudence and find that “on average, the downside risk [prudence] compensation 
demanded is significantly higher than the second-order risk compensation“ (p. 22).  19 
houdt (2002) shows that risk aversion increases the critical success threshold in this case. The 
intuition here is that treatment is a risk increasing action, so that a risk-averse DM treats later 
than a risk neutral one. Therefore the effects of higher-order risk preferences on the thresholds 
may disappear when diagnostic and treatment risk are analyzed simultaneously.  
Bleichrodt et al. (2003) analyze the effect of comorbidities on the treatment decision in the 
context of therapeutic risk. They mirror the QALY model and assume that treatment only af-
fects quality of life, that comorbidity only impacts life duration, and that patients can influ-
ence treatment intensity. They find that comorbidities do not affect the treatment decision, 
since the prudence premium can be interpreted as the DM’s risk premium for longer life. 
However, in contrast to Eeckhoudt’s and our models, the background risk here is imposed on 
a second dimension (i.e. life duration) and not on the health level of the sick person.
Often pure health outcomes are used instead of utility measures, leading to excessively high 
test and treatment thresholds and cutoff values. The use of QALYs instead would reduce this 
bias, as QALYs reflect patient preferences over health statuses, thus reflecting higher-order 
risk preferences if present. However, often only the primary illness is taken into account when 
eliciting QALYs, but not the possibility of co-morbid conditions.  
We conclude that medical decisions should be based on the accurate measurement of prefe-
rences. Our results are relevant for clinical guidelines. In particular, our findings suggest that 
– ceteris paribus – diagnostic tests in low prevalence settings, e.g. screenings for breast or 
prostate cancer, should be considered more beneficial if higher-order risk preferences are tak-
en into account. 
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